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recently, Adidas's branch Adidas Originals released in 2011 the latest ZX 700 Boat shoes. Since 2008, Adidas Originals and
Neighborhood jointly released ZX 700 Boat, ZX 700 Boat shoes popularity soared, every new appearance will be sold out. The
highlights are the skull and ivory embossed patterns of the body of the mammoth and the initials of the letters followed by'B-Sides'. At
the same time, the weight of the running shoes and the comfortable soles are also the key to the success of the Adidas Originals ZX
700. The Adidas Originals released ZX 700 Boat color looks somewhat low-key, but the overall level of suede material collocation,
quite clearly, to feel more fresh, with some modern elements of classical beauty. 

BAPE will be 09 years in May, that is, this month, published overseas stores Limited Roadsta shoes, shoes to overseas stores in the
city's representative color to design, including New York, London, Taipei, Hongkong, four places. In four BAPE Store on sale, which
is commonly used in the BAPE marketing strategy, the Taiwan area can ask Taipei Bape store, if you want to buy the city color friend
might go through relationships to obtain other styles throughout the world. download (80.13 KB) download (70.74 KB) download
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